CONSULT FEE SCHEDULE
NEW ONCOLOGY CONSULTS “GATHER & GUIDE”
The pricing of our initial oncology consults varies depending on which doctor you decide
to work with. If you are unclear on pricing — please contact our Patient Care Coordinator,
Jessica at patientsupport@optionsnaturopathic.com with any questions.
Please be aware that all of our initial oncology visits are split up into what we call a “Gather
& Guide” program. Oncology onboarding consists of your Gather, Guide, and Grasp visits.
You will be onboarding with Dr. Patrick to gather all critical information to present to Dr. Erin
or Dr. Laura before the second visit where you will be guided in your process.
After the new patient consults, patients are classified as Basic or Complex depending on
the overall state of health, hereby referred to as ‘terrain’. All fees are dependent on this
classification and which doctor you are working with. Payment is due on the day of service.
Payment plans are not available.
Classification is done by our team and is based on current/previous dietary habits,
treatments (pharmaceuticals, hormones, antibiotics, etc.), number of diagnoses, as well as
other parameters. It is these components of your terrain that drive this complexity and
determine the level of support and care required. All active oncology patients are
considered “Complex”. In certain circumstances, patients need Acute support, as well as
Critical support (oncology patients) on their road to health.

Prices listed on the next page are the total fees per consult, no matter the length,
depending on the type of care received at that consults.
Fees include gathering in-depth history, assessment & explanation of lab results, creation
of a comprehensive care plan, and coordination of laboratory orders recommended by the
doctor, as well as communication needed with other practitioners when a prescription,
testing or referrals are needed.
Our entire team is here to support you in correcting your terrain!

CONSULT
TYPE

DESCRIPTION

NEW PATIENTS

Initial consults types

ABBREVIATED INITIAL
CONSULT

DR.
ERIN

DR.
LAURA

DR.
PATRICK

New Patient Fee for pediatric wellness, exemption letters,
1-2 primary symptoms to discuss

-

-

$150

CHECK UNDER THE HOOD
INITIAL CONSULT

New Patient Fee to review recent labs for more specialized
suggestions. Recent labs are required.

-

-

$150

FULL INITIAL CONSULT

New Patient Fee for those that have a longer medical
history alongside various health complaints to discuss

*See
Guide
Visits

$275

$275

NEW ONCOLOGY CONSULTS

New Patient Fee for Oncology onboarding consisting of
your Guide, Gather, and Grasp consults

$900

$750

-

RETURN PATIENTS

After establishing care

BASIC

Less complex cases

-

$170

$170

COMPLEX

Comprehensive care needs due to multiple issues and/or
prescriptive medications/Oncology Patients

-

$250

$250

DR. ERIN GUIDE
CONSULTS

Any current patient who would like more in-depth
guidance in their process may schedule with
Dr. Erin bi-annually.

BASIC

Less complex cases

$400

-

-

COMPLEX

Comprehensive care needs due to multiple issues or
Oncology patients

$675

-

-

SPECIAL CONSULTS

Other consult types available

ACUTE CONSULT

Interim communications for acute illness, billed in 15minute increments

$50

$50

$50

DEMO/DIET

Mistletoe Demos/Dietary Coaching

-

$75

$75

"SNP" REVIEW CONSULT

Review of your Nutrition Genome results

$200

$170

$170

CRITICAL
ONCOLOGY CONSULTS

Special circumstances requiring extensive follow-up,
referral support, and testing

$350

$300

$300

